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Playing Arabic Roulette
Evolution Gaming have a suite of live casino games that will
appeal to players with various tastes and  budgets and one of which is Arabic Roulette.
Take your seat at the live dealer table and experience all that  the Middle East ahs to
offer, with a décor that offers a taste of the Arabian Peninsula. In a style  that can
be accustomed to Aladdin, Arabic Roulette is elegant with luxury touches here and
there. As you can guess  by the name of this roulette game, the hosts are from the
Middle East and they are well-trained professionals who  are fully-compliant with Arabic
gambling etiquette. If you just happen to be a resident of the Middle East or originate
 from this enchanting nation, you will feel right at home when playing.
How to Play
Arabic Roulette
Playing Live Arabic Roulette is  no different to standard European (or
French) Roulette, as it features numbers 1 to 36 and a single zero. The  female hosts
are not your standard European ladies though, because instead of the usual
scantily-clad ladies in more skin than  dress, Arabic Roulette ladies are dressed to
impress with more sophistication. Take your seat at the virtual table and the  host will
welcome you to the room. Use the options on your screen to adjust camera angles and
view the  history of the last 500 games. Player interface allows you to play with less
clutter and ore focus on the  game. Usual bets such as straight up, voisins, odds or
evens and red or black are offered. Use the live  chat facility to engage in
conversation with other players and the hosts in your own language. When playing, you
will  not be able to see the bets placed by the other players at the table – only yours,
which adds  a touch or privacy. Each game has a timer, which means you have to decide on
which bets you wish  to place within a certain time limit. Use the repeat bet and double
up buttons for even quicker bets.
Playing Arabic  Roulette on Mobile
Any mobile or
tablet device with an internet facility, will allow you to play Arabic Roulette.
Depending on  the size or your device, you may find that the screen is slightly compact,
which could make dragging chips to  the table a bit of a task. Accessing Arabic Roulette
in desktop or mobile offers the same great gaming experience  – there are no differences
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whatsoever. When using the chat feature on mobile, you may find that the screen is
 partially hidden – this is due to the keyboard appearing for you to type. An
uncluttered gaming screen means options  such as sounds, history and additional betting
options are housed within icons on your screen.
Verdict on Arabic Roulette
If you’re
looking  for a user-friendly and elegant gaming experience, then Arabic Roulette is the
game for you. A simple game with simple  rules is hosted by suave and sophisticated
hosts who know exactly how to engage with players. Streaming quality is superb,  as with
all Evolution Gaming live table games and with sharp video and crystal-clear graphics,
it’s a game that aims  to draw you in as you play. Bets will suit low-stakes players and
high rollers alike, what with the following  chips available; 1.00, 2.00, 5.00, 25.00,
100.00, 500.00 and 1000. Additional betting options are; Finales A Cheval, Finale En
Plein  and Complete Bets. The table itself can be adjusted to suit your style of play;
allowing more focus on the  wheel or more focus on the table of bets and the history of
gameplay. Players have the option of being  able to add tables, which means placing bets
at more than one table at a time – but this will  in turn cost more money. The betting
table is housed to the lower screen and allows for easier betting. Game  rules, personal
history and sound settings can be accessed at any time – simply navigate to the
relevant setting on  display and click to view. Overall, Arabic Roulette is certainly a
live roulette game worth a shot, thanks to experienced  native dealers who make you feel
welcome at all times.  
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